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This workshop convened specialists on
pre-revolutionary Russian terrorism at Tu-
lane University to share information con-
cerning current trends in the study of pre-
revolutionary Russian terrorism, archival hol-
dings of particular importance to students
of such terrorism, and finally ideas about
the most fruitful directions in which study
of such pre-revolutionary Russian terrorism
might proceed.

The workshop opened with OLEG BUD-
NICKIJ’s paper on the archival and publis-
hed holdings sources on the history of Rus-
sian terrorism. Budnickij pointed out that the
most important documentary sources for the
„first wave“ of Russian terrorism in the 1870s
and 1880s are accessible in published form.
But there is a significant body of materials for
the „second wave“ of such terrorism (the first
decade of the twentieth century) which must
still be sought in archives. Budnickij provided
a detailed review of the Moscow archival hol-
dings that he has found most useful, together
with sage advice on locating terror-related
materials, whose archival descriptions rarely
include the term „terror“. ANKE HILBREN-
NER concluded this opening session with an
overview of the materials on the Russian ter-
rorist movement contained in the Internatio-
nal Institute for Social History in Amsterdam.

Her paper, which placed particular emphasis
on holdings indispensable in writing the his-
tory of the Socialist Revolutionary Party, in-
cluded a brief but fascinating history of the
way in which these materials had been assem-
bled and preserved during the first half of the
twentieth century.

The second morning session turned to re-
cent research on pre-revolutionary Russian
terrorism. Drawing upon her the work she has
done on Dmitry Karakozov’s failed attempt to
assassinate Alexander II in 1866, CLAUDIA
VERHOEVEN illustrated some of the ways in
which she had chosen to focus upon a „mate-
rial history“ of terrorism. Her exploration of
popular and commercial responses to Kara-
kozov’s assassination attempt suggested how
such responses to terror can be an important
lens through which to examine popular atti-
tudes and beliefs.

In her paper „Maria Spiridonova: The Ter-
rorist, Terrorized“, SALLY BONIECE drew at-
tention to the pitfalls inherent in the very
use of the word „terror,“ which is so fre-
quently called upon to describe political mo-
vements that differ in significant ways. The
subject of her study, the Socialist Revolutio-
nary Maria Spiridonova, provides an examp-
le of the varied contexts of „terror“. Spirido-
nova was active in the pre-revolutionary ter-
rorist movement, murdering police inspector
G. N. Luzhenovsky in 1906. During the Russi-
an Revolution of 1917, as a leader of the Left
Socialist Revolutionaries, she engaged in the
plot to assassinate Count Mirbach, the Ger-
man ambassador to Soviet Russia as a protest
of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Eventually, like
many other political opponents of the Bolshe-
viks, she herself became a victim of the state
terror of the Bolsheviks.

Afternoon sessions offered further examp-
les of current research. Drawing upon her pu-
blished studies of terror in Russia, ANNA
GEIFMAN emphasized the enormous scope
that Russian terror assumed during the first
decade of the twentieth century. She cites a
figure of 17,000 victims of terror in the cour-
se of the decade. Tsarist statistics on victims
do not distinguish between killed and woun-
ded, but regardless of the distribution this fi-
gure suggests a degree of political violence
that is stunning by any measure (and insuf-
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ficiently appreciated in most studies of Rus-
sian revolutionary politics). In its techniques
and its goal of political intimidation, Geif-
man argued, this Russian terrorist movement
constitutes the birthplace of modern terrorism
worldwide.

In a second paper, CAROLA DIETZE pre-
sented the broad outlines of her book project
on political assassination and public discour-
se in Europe and the United States. Dietze’s
work places central emphasis upon the relati-
onship between modern terrorist movements
and the media through which they hope to
communicate their message. The emergence
of a mass public and popular press in the la-
te nineteenth century provided terrorists with
the possibility of influencing public opinion in
a fashion previously unprecedented.

Papers in the workshop’s concluding ses-
sion explored the importance that terrorists
attached to the places they chose for attacks.
ANKE HILBRENNER’s paper focused on ter-
rorism as a „language of the streets“. She
pointed out that much of the literature on
Russian terrorism emphasizes the huge bou-
levards of the capitals. What remains to be ex-
plored, she argued, are the narrow streets of
towns on Russia’s periphery, where there was
also significant terrorist activity (her own pa-
per focused upon the importance of political
terror in the south of Russia). FRITHJOF BEN-
JAMIN SCHENK’s paper on railroads and
terrorism focused on the various attractions
that railroads presented to terrorists, whether
as sites for attack or means of communication.
The railroad, he argued, was obviously a vital
tool in the tsarist regime’s efforts to knit the
empire together and promote economic deve-
lopment. But it was also an arena in which
terrorists chose to confront the tsarist regime,
and for which the regime had to devise some
means of defense.

At the workshop’s conclusion, participants
reflected upon the most promising directions
in which the study of pre-revolutionary Rus-
sian terrorism might develop. The relations-
hip between terror and „modernity“ struck all
participants as a particularly fruitful avenue
of inquiry. Many of the developments of the
late nineteenth century – the railroad, the te-
legraph, increased literacy and a burgeoning
popular press – greatly enhanced terrorists’

capacity to communicate their message to a
broader public and conduct a political war
with the tsarist regime. Popular consciousness
of a growing disparity between Russian in-
stitutions and practices on the one hand and
the emergence of a modernity more attuned
to the rights and dignity of individual citizens
on the other created an environment in which
terrorists could count upon a certain degree of
popular (if passive) sympathy.

While participants were wary of exag-
gerating the similarities between pre-
revolutionary Russian terrorism and the
events of our own day, there was nevertheless
a sense within the workshop that the very
dilemmas of our own time might also serve
scholars well, making them sensitive to
aspects of terrorism that earlier scholars have
either overlooked or dismissed as marginal.
Conversely, participants shared a modest
sense that that the study of terrorism in
pre-revolutionary Russia might yield useful
insights into the broader roots of terrorism as
well as the ways in which it might be effec-
tively combated (including ways of opposing
it that have shown themselves not to work).
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Sources on Russian Terrorism in Europe and
the USA
OLEG BUDNICKIJ (Institute for Russian His-
tory, Moscow): „Archival and published sour-
ces in Russia and the USA: Archives in
Moscow, Hoover Institution (Stanford)“
ANKE HILBRENNER (Universität Bonn):
„Archival sources in The International Insti-
tute of Social History (IISH) Amsterdam“

New Research and its sources – Panel I
CLAUDIA VERHOEVEN (George Mason
University / EUI Florence): „Terror in the Ar-
chives: Towards a Material History of Revolu-
tionary Terrorism.”
SALLY BONIECE (Frostburg State Universi-
ty): „Mariia Spiridonova: The Terrorist, Terro-
rized“

New Research and its sources – Panel II
ANNA GEIFMAN (Harvard University):
„Dying to Die: Russia as Birthplace of Mo-
dern Terrorism“
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CAROLA DIETZE (GHI Washington, D.C.):
„Political Assassination and Public Discourse
in Europe and the U.S.A., 1878-1901: The
Russian Case“

New Research and its sources – Panel III
ANKE HILBRENNER (Universität Bonn):
„Terrorism as Language of the Streets“
FRITHJOF BENJAMIN SCHENK (Universität
München): „Railroads and Terrorism“
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